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A major objective of the Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing Program (CFRP) is to develop

equipment and demonstrate technology to reprocess fast breeder reactor fuel. Experimental work

on fuel disassembly cutting methods began in the 1970s. High-power laser cutting was selected as

the preferred cutting method for fuel disassembly. Remotely operated development equipment was

designed, fabricated, installed, and tested at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).

Development testing included remote automatic operation, remote maintenance testing, and laser

cutting process development. This paper summarizes the development work performed at ORNL

on remote fuel disassembly.

INTRODUCTION

The Remote Disassembly System (RDS) project is a major activity of the CFRP. This

program of the U.S. Department of Energy is managed by the Fuel Recycle Division of ORNL.

The goal of CFRP is t.) develop equipment and demonstrate the technology required to reprocess

liquid-metal reactor (LMR) fuel. The objective of RDS is to develop the equipment as well as the

process required for remotely operated, automatic disassembly of varying spent fuel (including LMR

and light-water reactor) geometries. The function of the LMR spent fuel disassembly requires the

removal of nonprocessable metallic hardware (end fittings and the shroud) from fuel assemblies

before shearing.

Disassembly of LMR-type fuel assemblies requires that two distinctly different types of cuts

be performed to remove the shroud and end fittings. These are: (1) minimal thickness shroud



slitting cuts and (2) full-depth end-fitting cropping cuts. The shroud slitting cuts must penetrate

completely through the approximately l/8-in.-thick stainless steel shroud over the entire cut length,

but the cut should avoid penetrating too deep jnd puncturing the stainless-steel-clad fuel tubes.

The end-fitting cropping cuts must cut completely through the depth of the fuel assembly at the

region where the end fittings are attached to the ends of the fuel pin bundle. Because of the

width of the fuel assemblies [approximately 4.5 in. for Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR)-type],

the concern for the cropping cut is to remove enough of the material to separate the end fitting.

CUTTING EXPERIMENTS

Experiments with various cutting methods were carried out over a period of several years

in the 1970s at ORNL and at subcontractor facilities to determine which method (or methods) had

the greatest applicability for disassembly of spent fuel assemblies. Some of the cutting methods

investigated include: abrasive saw, bg.id saw, milling tools, plasma torch, roller cutters, and electric

arc saw. Cutting experiments identified similrr disadvantages with many of these methods tested,

including tool wear or breakage, difficult control of cut depth, excess cut debris, and substantial

forces required on the cut tool. Another significant disadvantage was that no single method tested

was found appropriate for both types of required cuts.

Laser cutting experiments were initiated in the tate 1970s to determine the feasibility of

laser cutting for fuel disassembly. Several inherent characteristics of laser cutting suggested the

desirability of this technique for hot-cell applications. During laser cutting, no force is exerted on

the workpiece. Compared to other cutting techniques, the amount of kerf material removed from

the cut is minimal. The laser cutting process can be automated for multiple cutting applications

by suitable indexing of the beam transfer and focusing mirrors. The laser itself can be located

outside the hot cell, while in-cell components can be relatively small, easy to maintain, and tolerant

of the radioactive and corrosive environment.

Additional laser cutting tests were conducted from 1978 through 1981 to develop the

information necessary for the design of a remote laser cutting system capable of removing the

hexagonal shroud and inlet nozzle from LMR fuel assembly types. Initially, to determine the extent

to which laser cutting could be achieved without puncturing the fuel rod cladding, small samples

of stainless-steel shroud and tubing were used to establish the necessary conditions for success. The

conditions investigated included laser power and cutting speed, gas assists, optical f-number, angle

of incidence, laser beam type, and purge gas effects. As a result of the successful initial tests, a



prototype two-axis focusing head on a gantry was designed and tested on dummy LMR fuel

assemblies. Long slitting cuts, circumferential cuts, and cropping cuts were successfully

demonstrated by using a multi-kilowatt (kW) carbon-dioxide laser and reflective metal optics.

Simple spring-loaded and feedback servomotor schemes were tested for focus head control, and

various designs for introducing the slag-removing assist gas were tested. The effect of radiation on

laser optical components determined that molybdenum mirrors would be required in-cell because

of the high-powered laser beam, remote maintenance, and corrosive environment.

The laser cutting tests jus: described were a valuable assei to the eventual development of

a remote disassembly system. The testing program culminated with the selection of laser cutting

as the preferred cut method, and the purchase of a 9-kW industrial laser generator to be installed

at ORNL for continued laser cutting development.

REMOTE DISASSEMBLY SYSTEM DESIGN

During th<; time that the various cutting method experiments were being conducted, parallel

efforts were under way to define equipment requirements and to develop a preliminary concept for

the configuration of the entire disassembly system. Some of the design requirements identified for

the remote disassembly system are included in the following list:

- Disassemble CRBR-type fuels, Fast Flux Test Facility fuels, and Pressurized Water

Reactor fuels

• Remove the shroud and inlet nozzle from CRBR-type fuels

• Feed disassembled fuel pins to shear

- Process at a rate of 500 kg of heavy metal/day

- Automate the process by using digital control equipment

- Maintain in-cell equipment remotely

- Minimize damage to the fuel pins

- Contain debris and gasses released during shearing

The cutting methods that showed the most promise at the time of this preliminary concept

design effort were (1) plasma torch cutting for end fitting removal and (2) laser cutting for shroud

removal. After detail design was completed and because las^r cutting tests continued to show

successful results, the plasma torch was deleted from the design. Currently, the only method of

cutting used in the disassembly process is laser cutting for both the shroud cuts and the crop cut.



RDS, shown in Fig. 1, consists of ten subsystems. The subsystems are: (1) Fuel Upender.

(2) Iniet Disposal Module, (3) Fuel Transfer Table, (4) Shroud Disposal Hopper, (5) Fuel Ko'ator,

(6) Laser Beam T'ansport, (7) Laser Focusing Head, (8) Debris Collection, (9) Shear Feed Pusher,

and (10) Shear Feed Enclosure. A brief description of each subsystem of the RDS follows in the

remainder of this section.

The fuel upender subsystem receives the fuel assembly vertically, restrains the fuel within

a support frame and, together with the Inlet Disposal Module, lowers the fuel to the horizontal

position. The fuel upender returns to the vertical position while leaving the fuel horizontal for

disassembly operations.

The inlet disposal module supports the lower or inlet nozzle end of the fuel assembly on

receipt from fuel handling equipment and also during the disassembly operations. The shrouded

LMR fuels are supported within a spherical roller bearing to allow rotation of the fuel for laser

cutting operations. The inlet disposal module can be driven independently to dispose of the end

fitting when removed.

The fuel transfer table is positioned under the fuel assembly to provide support for the fuel

during disassembly operations. Following disassembly, the table can be driven to transfer the fuel

to the shear feed equipment.

The shroud disposal hopper receives segments of shroud removed by the laser cutting

operations. A weight sensor verifies the receipt of shroud pieces, following the cut, to permit

disas"?mbly to continue in the automatic mode of operation. The shroud segments are dumped

into a disposal bin after verification of receipt.

The fuel rotator receives the top oi" the fuel assembly when lowered by the upender. The

rotator advances and couples with the hexagonal portion of the fuel top handling socket. When

coupled, the rotator provides rotation of the fuel assembly as required to complete the laser

disassembly cuts. When disassembly is complete the rotator retracts, leaving the disassembled fuel

bundle on the transfer table.

The laser beam transport subsystem transfers the laser beam from the laser generator

outside the cell containment to the laser focus head. The laser beam transport system consists of

five flat mirrors and a matched pair of concave/convex recollimation mirrors. The laser beam

transport equipment also provides containment for the laser beam within a controlled environment

to minimize the deleterious effects of airborne contaminants on the laser beam.
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The laser focusing head positions the laser beam in three axes of motion and focuses the

beam to a spot for cutting. Also included in the equipment are components for debris collection,

remote laser bean; alignment, and an assist gas jet. The entire beam path within the focus head

is enclosed to provide containment of the laser beam.

The debris collection equipment for LMR fuel consists of a lower debris collector bin and

a commercial dust collection system connected to the bins with air ducts. The debris collector bin

is located at the crop cut location where most of the laser cut debris would be generated. The

commercial dust collection system is only for experimental purposes so as to determine the

requirements for a hot-cell debris collection system.

The shear feed pusher couples with the top handling socket of the LMR fuel assembly for

feeding of the disassembled fuel pins to the shear. The pusher is capable of continuous or

incremental feed at variable speed. The feed pusher grapples the top socket for retraction of

unsheared scrap from the shear for separate disposal.

The shear feed enclosure provides containment for the shear feeding operations. Also

within the enclosure is a scrap ejection actuator that performs removal of the unsheared top outlet

nozzle and plenum section.

Instrumentation and controls of the remote disassembly system were provided in two parts:

(1) local instrumentation and controls and (2) the head-end control system. Local instrumentation

and controls include all actuators and sensors located on the remote equipment and associated

signal conditioners, amplifiers, and electronics located in electrical cabinets. Electric motors, both

ac and dc, were used to drive the moving equipment. Integral position encoders and end-of-travel

limit switches were used for position control.

The head-end control system provides integrated control of both the remote disassembly and

shear systems. This system consists of microprocessor-based programmable controllers for automatic

control, with color touch screen CRT displays for the operator interface. Remote-control

closed-circuit television cameras and monitors provide viewing of the equipment operation.

Remote maintainability of the equipment is accomplished primarily by modular design.

Components of the system are designed as remotely removable modules that can be removed and

replaced by remote maintenance equipment. These modules contain additional features such as

captive fasteners, lift fixtures, and quick disconnect electrical and tubing connectors to facilitate

maintenance by servo manipulators.
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REMOTE DISASEMBLY SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TESTING

Development testing began after installation and acceptance testing were completed. RDS

was installed in the Remote Operations and Maintenance Demonstration (ROMD) facility at

ORNL. ROMD is a developmental facility for remote testing of full-scale equipment. Acceptance

testing consisted of a comprehensive test of all RDS components on an individual basis. This test

confirmed that the equipment was properly installed and operational.

RDS development testing was comprised of several parts. Development testing included

(1) automated remote operation testing, (2) remote maintenance testing, and (3) laser cutting

development testing.

AUTOMATED REMOTE OPERATION TESTING

The purpose of this test was to demonstrate the remote operation of the complete system

including the automatic control system. This was accomplished by loading a dummy CRBR-type

fuel assembly into RDS and executing the sequence of mechanical motions necessary for

disassembly of a fuel assembly from the remote control station. The operator's only sources of

information were closed-circuit television viewing and control system information. These steps

demonstrated the ability of RDS to fulfill its mission of automated remote operation.

REMOTE MAINTENANCE TESTING

The next step in development testing was to demonstrate that RDS was remotely

maintainable. This was accomplished by using the ROMD maintenance system1 to remotely

disassemble and reassemble eight of ten subsystems of RDS.2 Remote alignment of the in-cell laser

mirrors was also demonstrated. This testing demonstrated that the design features provided on

RDS were remotely maintainable.

LASER CUTTING DEVELOPMENT TESTING

After completion of U:e remote operation and maintenance testing, the next step was to

develop laser cutting for the fuel disassembly. Laser cutting parameters include laser power, optics

f-number, position of the focal point, cutting speed, cutting assist gas composition, assist gas jet

configuration, position of the cut on the fuel assembly, and the scenario for cutting.

The work on laser cutting development concentrated on making two types of slitting cuts

(circumferential cuts and longitudinal cuts) and the cropping cut. Several options for each of these

types of cuts were tested.
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Circumferential cutting consists ot a slit cut through the hexagonal shroud around the

periphery of the fuel assembly. At least two circumferential cuts must be made during the

disassembly of a fuei assembly. Two different options for circumferential cutting have been

demonstrated. These are (1) rotational circumferential cutting and (2) incremental circumferential

cutting.

Longitudinal cutting consists of a slit cut through the hexagonal shroud along the length of

the fuel assembly. At least two longitudinal cuts are required to disassemble a fuel assembly. Two

different options for longitudinal cutting have been investigated. These are (1) flat cutting and (2)

corner cutting.

Crop cutting consists of maximum penetration cuts through the region where the fuel pins

attach to the lower end fitting. Only one crop cut is required to disassemble a fuel assembly as

planned for RDS. Two different options for crop cutting have been tested: (1) rotational crop

cutting and (2) vertical crop cutting.

SLIT CUTTING DEVELOPMENT

Rotational circumferential cutting is accomplished by directing the focused laser beam and

cutting assist gas stream at the center of a flat of the hexagonal-shaped fuel assembly, then rotating

the fuel assembly while following the surface with the laser focal point. Testing has shown that

in order to achieve complete penetration of the shroud without damage to the underlying fuel pins,

the rotation speed must be varied with the fuel position. This speed variation slows as the corners

of the fuel assembly pass under the focused laser beam.

Additionally, test data showed that if the center of rotation of the shroud were eccentric

(e.g., bowed fuel), then cutting results would be unacceptable. The shroud would not be

penetrated on one side of the fuel assembly while the fuel pins would sustain significant damage

on the other side of the fuel assembly. This shows that rotational circumferential cutting should

not be considered for fuel disassembly.

Incremental circumferential cutting is defined as making a slit across one flat of the shroud,

rotating the assembly, then slitting the next flat, and so on for all six sides. Accurate positioning

is required for the cuts to meet at the corners. Accurate control of speed and closure of the laser

shutter is also required to avoid fuel pin damage at the corners.



Longitudinal slit cutting on the flat of the hexagonal shroud of a fuel assembly is

accomplished by focusing the laser beam and the cutting assist gas jet near the center of a flat,

then moving the focus head parallel to the longitudinal axis of the fuel assembly.

Longitudinal cutting on two corners cf the hexagonal shroud over the length of the fuel

assembly is an attractive scenario for disassembly because the laser beam can be aimed to avoid any

direct action with a fuel pin. The disadvantages of this cutting scenario are that a much thicker

cross section of material must be removed, which requires more laser power and more cutting assist

gas, and there is a greatly reduced cutting speed. When tests were conducted on dummy fuel

assemblies the amount of heat required for these cuts caused the shroud to distort in such a way

as to prevent successful completion of a cut.

CROP CUTTING DEVELOPMENT

Crop cutting has been demonstrated with limited success. The best results have been

achieved with vertical cropping. This is accomplished by making a vertical cut from one corner to

the other corner across the fuel assembly, making two passes at a slow speed, then rotating the fuel

assembly 180° and repeating the vertical passes. Rotational cropping, like rotational circumferential

cutting, has the problems of controlling the position of the fuel assembly; therefore, it is also not

recommended.

ADDITIONAL RESULTS

The use of cutting assist gas jets is necessary for cutting with the laser. When oxygen is

a constituent of the assist gas, the swarf will burn and form a brittle slag. But when a relatively

inert gas such as pure nitrogen is used, the molten metal swarf will tend to weld the underlying fuel

pins or spacer wires to the edge of the kerf. When oxygen is present in the assist gas, the burning

lowers the power requirement for laser cutting. But for deep cuts, such as those required for crop

cutting, a balance must be struck between the aerodynamic swarf removal and burning. Also, the

configuration of the cutting assist gas jets tested indicate that multiple jets which converge produce

the best and most repeatable results.

During the course of this testing, several modifications were made to the laser generator

in order to achieve repeatable results from the testing. The size of the laser beam emitted from

the laser generator was decreased to achieve a more uniform power density across the beam

pattern. Another modification was made to stabilize the polarization vector of the laser beam.

Testing revealed that when there is relative motion between the focused beam and the workpiece,
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repeatable test results were not possible unless the polarization was stabilized. Therefore, it is

necessary for any laser that will be used for disassembly operations to have a stable polarization

state.

The laser cutting scenario also has a significant effect on the success of fuel disassembly.

The cutting scenario defines the order in which the different types of cuts are completed. A

cutting scenario was devised where the greatest integrity of the shroud is maintained throughout

the laser cutting operations in order to minimize deformation from heat effects and to enhance the

probability of success. Additional needs are (1) for coordinated rotation of the fuel assembly from

both ends and (2) for support of the fuel near the crop cut region since there is very little intrinsic

rigidity in the bundle of tubes after the shroud is removed.

The focal length:beam diameter ratio (f-number) also has a significant effect on cutting

speed, cutting depth, and laser power requirements. Developmental testing indicaied it was likely

that better results could be expected by performing slit cuts with a smaller f-number focusing mirror

and crop cuts with a higher f-number focusing mirror.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that RDS is a remotely operable and maintainable system. The

equipment performs the intended functions for manipulating, positioning, and transporting the fuel.

It has also been shown that the concept of a moveable laser focus head with three-axis drive is a

feasible approach. The digital head-end control system has proven appropriate for this application.

The remote maintenance testing program has demonstrated RDS is. in general, remotely

maintainable. It has been demonstrated that the in-cell laser optics can be remotely aligned.

Laser cutting tests ha\-e encompassed the range of cut types and parameters necessary for

disassembly of the LMR fuel. Laser cutting development demonstrated that crop cutting of the

inlet nozzle is practical and within the capability of the current laser system. Techniques for

making longitudinal i>nd circumferential slitting cuts have been demonstrated.

A successful scenario has been developed for the disassembly of prototype dummy LMR

fuel. Laser disassembly is believed to provide the flexibility and adaptability to successfully process

irradiated fuel; however, the potential for fuel pin damage is unavoidable. Based on testing to date,

it is believed that when processing irradiated fuel, some damage to the pin cladding will occur and

thai fission gases will be released to the cell from the damaged pins.
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